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DSO Briefing Objectives

Learn about the non-VA-accredited companies that 
illegally assist and illegally charge fees to 
Veterans for representing them when filing VA 
disability claims:

• Learn about what constitutes representation.

• Learn about VA accreditation.

• Learn about unaccredited companies.

• Learn actions to stop unaccredited companies.
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Representation Law
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• It is illegal to represent a Veteran 
in a claim if you are not 
accredited by VA.

• 38 U.S.C. § 5901

• “[N]o individual may act as an agent 
or attorney in the preparation, 
presentation, or prosecution of 
any claim under laws administered 
by the Secretary unless such 
individual has been recognized for 
such purposes by the Secretary.”  
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What is Representation?
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• 38 U.S.C. § 5901 is clear:

• “preparation, presentation, or 
prosecution of any claim.”

• Preparing or advising a Veteran in the 
preparation of a claim is representation.

•Only VA-accredited representatives 
should advise or assist a Veteran with 
any part of the process.

It is no different than a person without a 
medical license providing medical advice.
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What does accreditation mean?
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• Congress required VA’s regulations be 
consistent with the Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct of the American Bar 
Association.

• 38 U.S.C. § 5904(a)(2).

• An accredited representative is:

• Registered with VA.

• Complies with VA ethics, testing, and 
competence rules.

Anyone charging fees without being accredited by VA is 
deliberately avoiding VA regulations, oversight, and accountability!
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Who can be accredited?
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•Three types of VA accreditation: 

• VA-recognized and trained Veterans 
Service Organizations, who are free.

• Attorney in good standing with a state 
bar. 

• Claims Agent who undergoes a 
character review by VA and passes 
VA’s written exam.
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Accreditation and Fees
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• It is illegal to charge fees for assisting a 
Veteran with a claim, if you are not 
accredited by VA.

• It is illegal to charge any fee for assistance 
provided before VA initially decides a 
claim.

• “Whoever wrongfully withholds from any 
claimant or beneficiary any part of a benefit 
or claim allowed and due to the claimant or 
beneficiary, shall be fined as provided in 
title 18, or imprisoned not more than one 
year, or both.” 38 U.S.C. § 5905
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Power of Attorney
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• Anyone assisting a Veteran 
must have the Veteran sign and 
submit a VA “Power of Attorney” 
(POA) form.

• VA restricts access to VA 
computer records to only those 
who are accredited.

• Anyone offering VA claims 
assistance without using a POA 
form is most likely not VA-
accredited.

VA Form 21-22 used by 
VA-accredited VSOs.

VA Form 21-22a, used by VA-
accredited claims agents and 
VA-accredited attorneys.

Beware of anyone who does not want VA to know they are involved with a Veteran’s claim!
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Defining Unaccredited by VA
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“Unaccredited” means not approved by VA:

• Filing any type of VA claim without prior VA 
accreditation is a CRIME.

• Charging a fee to file an initial VA claim 
(regardless of VA accreditation) is a CRIME.

• Claim Companies do not:
• Apply for VA-accreditation. 
• Submit a POA form with VA.
• Receive VA approval to access a Veteran’s VA 
computerized records.
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VSOs Provide High Quality Representation
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• In 2023, VA confirmed Veterans represented by VSOs are 
consistently more successful than non-VA-accredited 
companies with initial claims.

• VSOs add tremendous value for reviews and appeals because 
non-VA-accredited companies generally do not file these 
types of claims because they don’t have access to VBMS and 
they lack training.

• B&M is working with VSOs to create a claims platform that 
will help Veterans more easily file claims and will allow VSOs 
to help shepherd more claimants. 
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Current VA Actions
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• Since 2006, VA cannot impose a fine or any jail time on 
an unaccredited person or company who illegally files 
VA claims or charges fees. 

• Instead, OGC sends the non-VA-accredited person or company a 
toothless “cease and desist” letter.

• The number of complaints received by VA from Veterans 
charged unreasonable fees has grown more than 350% 
during the last three years.

• 88 Fed. Reg. 88295 (Dec. 21, 2023).
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How Non-Accredited Companies Harm Veterans
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• Non-VA-accredited companies charge fees for 
claims that would have been granted without 
any assistance.

• A large portion of claims are granted by VA 
after initial development and review.

• They charge fees in these cases even though 
they added no value to the Veteran’s award.

• Attorneys and agents charge fees only after a 

claim is denied or a rating has been awarded.

• Accredited representatives get paid only 
after they add value by turning a denial into 
a grant, by getting VA to increase a disability 
rating, or by obtaining an earlier effective date.



Harming Veterans – 2
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Four ways the non-VA-accredited lure Veterans:

1. Misleading ads: Claim companies lure Veterans to text, 
email, or phone them for a “free consultation.”  They 
pressure Veterans to sign a contract to pay “membership / 
consulting” fees, or fees amounting to five or six times the 
increase in VA monthly compensation. 

2. Computer software: Claim companies request the 
Veteran’s passwords to their computerized VA healthcare 
and benefit records, plus the Veteran’s bank account 
information. They put the personal information of Veterans 
at risk. 



Harming Veterans – 3 
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3. Claim submission: Veterans 
usually do this part of the work by 
submitting the claim to VA.  This is 
a façade, giving the appearance the 
Veteran acted alone. 

4. Debt collection: When VA issues 
the Veteran a rating decision, then 
the company contacts the Veteran 
and demands payment of illegal 
fees – or they take it directly from 
the Veteran’s bank account.
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Harming Veterans – 4
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• Unaccredited companies ignore important claims 
that do not have an immediate benefit.

• For example, they often ignore claims for heart 
conditions even though this is the most frequent 
cause of death.

• Unaccredited companies don’t assist Veterans 

with other vital benefits and services:

• Healthcare, Vet Centers, and suicide prevention.
• Education, Home Loan, Insurance, and other VA 

benefits.
• State and local benefits, such as reduced taxes or 

tuition waivers.
• Community programs, usually offered at a VSO post.
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Official VA Warnings
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• In September 2023, VA’s Office of the 
Inspector General (OIG) issued a “FRAUD 
ALERT” warning about criminal schemes 
targeting Veterans.

• The OIG warning covers non-accredited 
claim companies as well as companies 
that charge Veterans to complete a 
Disability Benefits Questionnaire (DBQ) for 
initial VA claims. 

• In November 2023, VA Secretary 
McDonough released a fraud alert video 
about unaccredited claim companies. 

https://www.va.gov/initiatives/protecting-veterans-from-fraud/
https://www.va.gov/oig/fraud/September_2023_Fraud_Alert.pdf
https://www.va.gov/oig/fraud/September_2023_Fraud_Alert.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyQhYZgvUzA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyQhYZgvUzA
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Additional VA Warnings
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•VA Secretary Denis McDonough, July 
25, 2023: “Do not pay anyone to file 
your initial [VA] claim.”  

•VA Press Secretary Terrence Hayes, 
July 5, 2023: “A business or individual 
who prepares, presents, or prosecutes 
VA benefit claims without proper 
accreditation by the Department is doing 
so contrary to law.”
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Unaccredited Company Growth
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• Ten years ago, a few non-VA-accredited 
companies illegally charged fees to a few 
hundred Veterans.

• COVID struck in 2020, and they filled 
social media with misleading ads. 

• In 2024, scores of companies now steal 
VA benefits from Veterans.

• The websites of 12 companies brazenly 
boast how they have robbed more than 
640,000 Veterans.
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Unaccredited Growth – 2
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• In 2023, a non-VA-accredited claim company 
boasted before Congress how it charged an 
average of $5,000 in illegal fees per Veteran 
victim, based on $1,000 per month increase 
and a fee of 5 times the increase.

• The number of Veteran victims (600,000) 
times the amount stolen per victim ($5,000) 
means the estimated amount of VA 
benefits stolen from disabled Veterans is 
in the billions of dollars.

https://docs.house.gov/meetings/VR/VR09/20230329/115547/HHRG-118-VR09-Wstate-TaylorW-20230329.pdf
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Other Unaccredited Activities
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• Some unaccredited companies donate to Congress 
seeking to legalize criminal conduct. 

• They seek immediate VA accreditation, without 
proper background checks or training.

• They are attempting to replace VA-accredited VSOs. 

• They lack the training to advocate for healthcare 
enrollment, earlier effective dates, appeals, plus 
other critical VA benefits such as TDIU and SMC.  
This deprives Veterans of considerable amounts of 
benefits. 
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Reporting to VA
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• File a complaint with 

VA’s Office of the 

General Counsel.     

• Complain to VA’s Office 

of the Inspector 

General, or call 800-

488-8244.

https://www.va.gov/OGC/docs/Accred/HowtoFileaComplaint.pdf
https://www.va.gov/OGC/docs/Accred/HowtoFileaComplaint.pdf
https://www.va.gov/oig/hotline/
https://www.va.gov/oig/hotline/
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Other Authorities
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• File a complaint with 

your State Attorney 

General.

• Complain to the U.S. 

Federal Trade 

Commission.

Source: National Association of Attorneys General

https://www.naag.org/find-my-ag/
https://www.naag.org/find-my-ag/
https://reportfraud.ftc.gov/#/
https://reportfraud.ftc.gov/#/
https://reportfraud.ftc.gov/#/
https://ncdoj.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Coalition-of-AGs-Support-the-G.U.A.R.D.-VA-Benefits-Act-FINAL.pdf
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Thank you ! 
   

Q & A
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